TEX beauties and oddities
A permanent call for TEX pearls
What is wanted:
. short TEX or METAPOST macro/macros (A4 page or a screen at most),
. the code should be generic; potentially understandable by plain-oriented users,
. results need not be useful or serious, but language-specific, tricky, preferably non-

obvious,

. obscure oddities, weird behaviour, dirty tricks and traps in all typesetting-related tech-

nology are all welcome,

. the code should be explainable in a couple of minutes.

The already collected pearls can be found at http://www.gust.org.pl/pearls.
All pearl-divers and pearl-growers are kindly asked to send the pearl-candidates to
pearls@gust.org.pl, where Paweł Jackowski, our pearl-collector, is waiting impatiently.
The pearls market-place is active during the entire year, not just before the annual BachoTEX Conference.
Note: The person submitting pearl proposals and/or participating in the BachoTEX
pearls session does not need to be the inventor. Well known hits are also welcome, unless
already presented at one of our sessions.
Since some seasoned TEX programmers felt indignant of calling ugly TEX constructs
“Pearls of TEX programming”, we decided not to iritate them any longer. We hope they
will accept “TEX beauties and oddities” as the session title.
If you yourself have something that fits the bill, please consider. If you know somebody’s work that does, please let us know, we will contact the person. We await your
contributions even if you are unable to attend the conference. In such a case you are
free either to elect one of the participants to present your work or “leave the proof to the
gentle reader”.
Needless to say that all contributions will be published in a separate section of the
conference proceedings, possibly also reprinted in different TEX bulletins.

It makes for a funny feeling to browse the TEX pearls material having collected it for
over 10 years. Some of the pearls make me wonder how we managed to smear our fingers
with such eyesores, alas, not without pleasure. Some are, at least for for me, quite difficult
to catch their sense at a quick first glance. Some no longer seem useful when faced with
the modern TEX engines, however, they still shine brilliantly. Try them for yourself!
For various reasons, the TEX pearls’ divers slowed down during the last few years,
finally giving up in 2015, 10 years after the first specimen were harvested. We thus decided
to publish the accumulated pearls catch as a Decade’s Summary, feeling that the catch
is worth sharing and commemorating as selection of unique TEX code examples. And of
course we want to say “Thank you” to all of the contributors.
Special thanks go to Bogusław Jackowski and Jerzy Ludwichowski for their help with
systematizing the collection and to Andrzej Tomaszewski and Toni Walter for making
things nice.

Zabawne jest przeglądanie pereł TEXowych zbieranych przez ponad 10 lat. Niektóre
wprawiają w zdziwienie, że babraliśmy się w takich paskudztwach, i to nie bez przyjemności. Inne z perełek są zbyt zaagmatwane by ich sens złapać w szybkim rzucie oka
(przynajmniej dla mnie). Jeszcze inne nie wydają się dziś szczególnie przydatne w obliczu
bardziej nowoczesnych silników TEXowych, ale wciąż lśnią geniuszem. Spróbuj sam!
Z wielu przyczyn, aktywność poławiaczy pereł TEXowych zmniejszyła się w ostatnich
latach, ostatecznie zanikła w 2015 roku, 10 lat po złowieniu pierwszych okazów. Zdecydowaliśmy się opublikować podsumowanie dekady połowów, aby podzielić się unikalnymi
przykładami TEXowymi i je upamiętnić. Także po to, by jeszcze raz powiedzieć
”Dziękujemy” wszystkim poławiaczom.
Specjalne podziękowania dla Bogusława Jackowskiego i Jerzego Ludwichowskiego za
pomoc w porządkowaniu systematyki oraz dla Andrzeja Tomaszewskiego i Toniego Waltera za zrobienie rzeczy ładnie.
Paweł Jackowski

David Carlisle (proposed by Frank Mittelbach)
Guess what...

\month=10
\let~\catcode~‘76~‘A13~‘F1~‘j00~‘P2jdefA71F~‘7113jdefPALLF
PA’’FwPA;;FPAZZFLaLPA//71F71iPAHHFLPAzzFenPASSFthP;A$$FevP
A@@FfPARR717273F737271P;ADDFRgniPAWW71FPATTFvePA**FstRsamP
AGGFRruoPAqq71.72.F717271PAYY7172F727171PA??Fi*LmPA&&71jfi
Fjfi71PAVVFjbigskipRPWGAUU71727374 75,76Fjpar71727375Djifx
:76jelse&U76jfiPLAKK7172F71l7271PAXX71FVLnOSeL71SLRyadR@oL
RrhC?yLRurtKFeLPFovPgaTLtReRomL;PABB71 72,73:Fjif.73.jelse
B73:jfiXF71PU71 72,73:PWs;AMM71F71diPAJJFRdriPAQQFRsreLPAI
I71Fo71dPA!!FRgiePBt’el@ lTLqdrYmu.Q.,Ke;vz vzLqpip.Q.,tz;
;Lql.IrsZ.eap,qn.i. i.eLlMaesLdRcna,;!;h htLqm.MRasZ.ilk,%
s$;z zLqs’.ansZ.Ymi,/sx ;LYegseZRyal,@i;@ TLRlogdLrDsW,@;G
LcYlaDLbJsW,SWXJW ree @rzchLhzsW,;WERcesInW qt.’oL.Rtrul;e
doTsW,Wk;Rri@stW aHAHHFndZPpqar.tridgeLinZpe.LtYer.W,:jbye
This pearl is saved for you at http://www.gust.org.pl/pearls/
Don’t try to copy it from this paper.

David Kastrup
Comparing strings known to consist only of characters
\def\strequal#1{\number\strequalstart{}{}#1\relax}
\def\strequalstart#1#2#3{\if#3\relax\strequalstop\fi
\strequalstart{\if#3#1}{#2\fi}}
\def\strequalstop\fi\strequalstart#1#2#3{\fi#1#3\relax’#213 }
\if\strequal{junk}{#1} will be true for #1 being “junk”, and false otherwise.

David Kastrup
Words sorting
“Finnegans Wake” by James Joyce is a book that is not easily comprehensible. TEX can
systematize the approach to the text by confronting the reader with the longest, and consequently hardest words last.
\def\sorttext#1{\setbox0\vbox{{\language255\hsize=0pt\hfuzz\maxdimen
\parfillskip0pt\noindent#1\par}\sortvlist\unpack}\unvbox0 }
\def\sortvlist{{\unskip\unpenalty \setbox0\lastbox
\ifvoid0\noindent\else\setbox0\hbox{\unhbox0\ }\sortvlist\sortin\fi}}
\def\sortin{\setbox2\lastbox\ifdim\wd2>\wd0{\sortin}\fi\box2\box0}
\def\unpack{{\setbox0\lastbox\ifvoid0\indent\else\unpack\unhbox0\fi}}
\sorttext{riverrun, past Eve and Adam’s, . . . linsfirst loved livvy.}

— year 2005 —

David Kastrup
Iterating with roman numeral
Appendix D in the TEXbook has the task of defining \asts as a macro containing \number\n
copies of an asterisk. The solutions in the TeXbook are not really fun. Here is one that is all
of fun, efficient and simple:
\def\asts#1{\if#1m*\expandafter\asts\fi}
\edef\asts{\expandafter\asts\romannumeral\number\n 000\relax}
Now for something more general: we want a macro \replicate that gets a number in its
first argument and arbitrary tokens in its second argument and expands to the given number
of repeated token strings.
It is surprisingly hard to pass both the shrinking string of m as well as the argument to
repeated in a useful way into the expanding first macro, and the reader is advised to try it.
What I came up with was
\long\def\gobble#1{}
\long\def\xii#1#2{\if#2m#1\expandafter\xii\else\expandafter\gobble\fi{#1}}
\long\def\xiii#1\relax#2{\xii{#2}#1\relax}
\def\replicate#1{\expandafter\xiii\romannumeral\number\number#1 000\relax}
A somewhat wittier variant that takes its toll on the semantic nest size would be
\def\recur#1{\csname rn#1\recur} \long\def\rnm#1{\endcsname{#1}#1}
\long\def\rn#1{}
\def\replicate#1{\csname rn\expandafter\recur
\romannumeral\number\number#1 000\endcsname\endcsname}
Of course, if we are leaving the area of TEX compatibility and take a look at what we can
do with ε-TEX, we arrive at the boring
\def\replicate#1#2{\ifnum#1>0 #2%
\expandafter\replicate\expandafter{\number\numexpr#1-1}{#2}\fi}

Bogusław Jackowski
\local \par ameters
Macro \local changes a value of a parameter locally (for one paragraph)
\let\restoreparams\empty
\def\local#1{% e.g., ‘‘\local\hfuzz=2pt ... \par’’
\ifx\restoreparams\empty
\let\oripar\par
\def\par{\oripar \restoreparams \let\par\oripar \let\restoreparams\empty}%
\fi
\edef\restoreparams{\restoreparams#1\the#1}%
#1}
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Bogusław Jackowski
Extra Béziers
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Petr Olšák
\expandafter\endcsname trick
It is better to write
\expandafter \let \csname #1\expandafter \endcsname \csname #2\endcsname
than
\expandafter \expandafter \expandafter \let
\csname #1\endcsname \csname #2\endcsname

Petr Olšák
Testing whether two characters form a ligature
\newif\ifligature
\def\testligature #1#2{\setbox0=\hbox{%
\thickmuskip=1000mu \textfont0=\the\font
$\mathchar‘#1 \mathrel\mathchar‘#2$}%
\ifdim\wd0>500pt \ligaturefalse \else \ligaturetrue \fi}

Philip Taylor
The Iterator
In general-purpose TEX programming (as opposed to typesetting with TEX), one of the most
commonly needed techniques is the ability to iterate over an unknown number of parameters.
If the number is known to be nine or less in advance, TEX is quite capable of doing all that
is necessary with only a little help from the user. However, if the number of parameters may
exceed ten, then a rather more devious approach will be required.
\def \forall #1#2\do #3{#3 {#1}\ifx \relax #2\relax
\else \forall #2\do {#3}\fi}
Sample usage:
\def \debug #1{\message {[#1]}#1 }
\forall 1234abcd{ef}{ghi}etc...\do {\debug}

Karl Berry
Forcing a page or column break in the middle of a paragraph
{\parfillskip=0pt\par}\vfill\penalty-10000{\everypar={}\noindent}
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Krzysztof Leszczyński
\csequence stack
Often I need to save few macros but I don’t want to \begingroup and \global-ly define
those I want to keep after \endgroup. Here is a simple stack:
 \newcsstack \stackname – define a new stack
 \pushcs \stackname \cs – push a control sequence
 \popcs \stackname \cs – pop a control sequence
 \topcs \stackname \cs – equivalent to \popcs...\pushcs
\def \gobble#1{} % this macro is usually defined somewhere
\def \stackcs#1{\csname \ifnum\escapechar>-1
\expandafter \expandafter \expandafter \gobble
\expandafter \fi \string #1::\number#1\endcsname}
% temporarily un-outer newcount to define newcsstack
\let \topcs = \newcount \let \newcount = \relax
\def \newcsstack #1{\newcount #1\global#1=0\pushcs#1\relax}
\let \newcount = \topcs % restore \newcount
\def \pushcs#1#2{\global \advance#1 1
\global \expandafter \expandafter \expandafter
\let \stackcs{#1}= #2}
\def \topcs#1#2{\expandafter \expandafter \expandafter \let
\expandafter \expandafter \expandafter #2\stackcs{#1}}
\def \popcs#1#2{\topcs#1#2%
\global \expandafter \expandafter \expandafter
\let \stackcs{#1}\relax \global \advance #1-1 }
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Martin Schröder
Spot colors in pdfTEX
\newcommand*{\AC@addColor}[5]{%
\immediate\pdfobj stream
attr {
/FunctionType 4
/Domain [0.0 1.0]
/Range [0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0]
}
{ { dup ?2 mul exch
dup ?3 mul exch
dup ?4 mul exch
?5 mul } }%
\edef\AC@ColorFunctionObj{\the\pdflastobj}%
\immediate\pdfobj {[ /Separation /?1
/DeviceCMYK
\AC@ColorFunctionObj\space 0 R ]}%
\begingroup
\toks@\expandafter{\AC@colorhook}%
\edef\x{%
\endgroup
\gdef\noexpand\AC@colorhook{%
\the\toks@
/?1\space\the\pdflastobj\space 0 R %
}%
}%
\x
}
% later
\edef\AC@expand{\global\pdfpageresources {%
/ColorSpace << \AC@colorhook >>
}%
\AC@expand

Taco Hoekwater
Die hard
Here is a very short macro that immediately kills off a TEX run, regardless of the current
state of the TEX engine, and issueing a fatal error message before it does so.
\def\die#1%
{\immediate\write16{#1}
\batchmode
\input junkfilethatdoesntexist }
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Answer: When \looseness gets a non-zero value, TEX will always run through all paragraph passes (i.e., breaking without hyphenation, with hyphenation and (if \emergencystretch is non-zero as it is inside multicols) through the emergency-pass. But adding
\emergencystretch to every line means that the line breaks chosen in the first paragraph
may fall in different fitting classes so that at different places \adjdemerits are charged, thus
making the original solution less attractive.
In fact the situation could even be worse: if a long paragraph can be broken into lines
by just using \pretolerance, then a setting of \looseness to +1 might in fact result in a
paragraph with one line less—all that is required is that by breaking it using \tolerance we
would get a default line count that would be 2 lines less than in the case with \pretolerance
(a real life example is left to the reader).

barbara beeton
New symbols from old (LaTEX)
Sometimes one needs a symbol that can’t be found in any font, but that is either a rotation
or a reflection of a sybol that is available. graphicx package to the rescue!

⇒ :

⇒

6>

;

⇒
⇒

6> :

⇒

\newcommand{\reflectit}[1]{\reflectbox{\ensuremath#1}}
\newcommand{\turnover}[1]{\rotatebox[origin=c]{180}{\ensuremath#1}}
\newcommand{\turnne}[1]{\rotatebox[origin=c]{45}{\ensuremath#1}}
\newcommand{\turnnw}[1]{\rotatebox[origin=c]{135}{\ensuremath#1}}
\newcommand{\turnsw}[1]{\rotatebox[origin=c]{225}{\ensuremath#1}}
\newcommand{\turnse}[1]{\rotatebox[origin=c]{315}{\ensuremath#1}}
\newcommand{\reflectit}[1]{\reflectbox{\ensuremath#1}}
\newcommand{\turnover}[1]{\rotatebox[origin=c]{180}{\ensuremath#1}}
;
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Bernd Raichle
Plain TEX’s accent macros revisited (LaTEX)
Sample output using Plain TeX’s accent macros.
Here is the output when Plain TeX’s accent macros \AA, \c, and \b are used with
various glyphs from different upright and slanted fonts.

cmr:
cmcsc:
cmit:
cmsl:

Å
Å
Å
Å

ç Ç ţ Ţ ģ Ģ .̧ j̧ p̧ y̧
ç Ç ţ Ţ ģ Ģ .̧ j̧ p̧
ç Ç ţ Ţ ģ Ģ .̧ j̧ p̧ y̧
ç Ç ţ Ţ ģ Ģ .̧ j̧ p̧ y̧

ogOjqpy
¯ ¯
¯ ¯j q p y
y̧ ¯ o¯g¯ O
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
ogOjqpy ¯
¯ ¯ ¯¯ ¯ ¯
o¯
gOjqpy
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯¯ ¯ ¯

Revised macros using the \accent primitive.
The following re-implementation does not use \halign but the \accent primitive
to position the accent glyph.
\def\AA{{\dimen@ 1ex%
{\setbox\z@\hbox{A}\dimen@\ht\z@ \advance\dimen@-.35ex%
\fontdimen5\font\dimen@}\accent’27\fontdimen5\font\dimen@ A}}
\def\c#1{{\dimen@ 1ex%
{\setbox\z@\hbox{#1}\dimen@\ht\z@ \advance\dimen@\dp\z@
\fontdimen5\font\dimen@}\accent24\fontdimen5\font\dimen@ #1}}
\def\b#1{{\dimen@ 1ex\setbox\z@\hbox
{{\setbox\z@\hbox{\char22}\dimen@\ht\z@ \advance\dimen@ .25ex%
\setbox\z@\hbox{#1}\advance\dimen@\ht\z@ \advance\dimen@\dp\z@
\global\dimen@i\dp\z@ \global\advance\dimen@i .45ex%
\fontdimen5\font\dimen@}\accent22\fontdimen5\font\dimen@ #1}%
\dp\z@\dimen@i \box\z@}}
Sample output using the revised macros.
Here is the output using the new definitions.

cmr:
cmcsc:
cmit:
cmsl:

Å
Å
Å
Å

ç Ç ţ Ţ ģ Ģ .̧ j̧ p̧ y̧
ç Ç ţ Ţ ģ Ģ .̧ j̧ p̧
ç Ç ţ Ţ ģ Ģ .̧ j̧ p̧ y̧
ç Ç ţ Ţ ģ Ģ .̧ j̧ p̧ y̧

ogOjqpy
¯ ¯
¯ ¯j q p y
y̧ ¯ o¯g¯ O
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
ogOjqpy ¯
¯¯ ¯ ¯¯ ¯ ¯
ogOjqpy
¯¯ ¯ ¯¯ ¯ ¯

Do you see the differences? How is \accent used to achieve this effect?
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Frank Mittelbach
Is there a font?
The following code allows to check, if some font (tfm metric) is available.
\batchmode
\font\X=<font name>%
\errorstopmode
\ifx\X\nullfont
<font not available>
\else
<use the font>
\fi
Having ε-TEX we can switch between modes using handy \interactionmode primitive.

— year 2006 —

Paweł Jackowski
\relax ex machina
Guess what is the meaning of macros in the following cases:
\edef\stra{\csname undefined\endcsname}
\edef\strb{\ifnum0=1\else\fi}
\edef\strc{\ifnum0=0\else\fi}
\edef\strd{\relax}
\meaning\stra
\meaning\strb
\meaning\strc
\meaning\strd

%
%
%
%

->
->
->
->

\undefined (plus side effect alike \let\undefined\relax)
(empty)
\relax
\relax

. . . and can you explain why \ifx\strc\strd is false, although both control sequences have the same meaning?
\ifx\strc\strd true\else false\fi \message{?\strc?\strd?}
Since the behavior of is somewhat weird, I’ve learned to dislike the acting as the universal string delimiter
in cases such as
\def\gobbler#1\relax{}
\expandafter\gobbler\strc whatever \relax
\def\iterator#1{%
\ifx\relax#1\else\message{Can you see that #1?!}%
\expandafter\iterator\fi}
\expandafter \iterator \stra whatever \relax
Instead I propose
\def\endstr{\noexpand\endstr}
– no endless loop in spite of recursion (expands to itself)
– alike \relax, \endstr returns nothing (a sort of...) if typeset
– side effect is that \endstr stops assignments (as \relax do)
– \ifx\endstr\relax is false, so we can distinguish them
– but be careful: \if\endstr\relax is true

— year 2006 —

Bernd Raichle
\relax ex machina II
Question: Is the following TEX input correct, i.e., will TEX abort with an error message or not?
\hbox \relax \relax {haha}
\hbox to \hsize \relax \relax {hehe}
\moveright .25\hsize \relax \relax \hbox{hihi}
\toks0 = \relax \relax {hoho}
\toksdef\tlist = 2 \tlist = \relax \relax {huhu}
\setbox0 = \relax \hbox \relax {haha}
\global \relax \global \relax \long \relax \def\foo{oh!}
$$ \halign{\kern 20pt #\cr
\noalign \relax \relax {aha}\cr
oho\cr} \relax $$
$ \left \relax ( 1 \mathord \relax {+} 2 ˆ \relax {3} \right \relax ) $
a\leaders \hbox \relax {\TeX} \relax \hskip .5\hsize b
bla \vadjust \relax \relax {foo} bla.
B\accent 127\relax \relax \relax \relax a%
\discretionary \relax {k-} \relax {k} \relax {ck}%
er.
Answer: Every token above is not needed. Nonetheless these tokens do not cause any error, they are allowed
and ignored at the shown places.
If you browse through the TEX source code file tex.web you will propably see the web chunk named
@<Get the next non-blank non-relax non-call token@>. This web chunk is used in the procedure
scan_left_brace, in box_end for leaders, in scan_box, in scan_math, in scan_delimiter, in prefixed_command, in assignments of \toks or \toksdef tokens after the equal sign, in do_assignments.
These procedures are used to scan the input for some TEX primitive constructs. The effect is that spaces
and \relax tokens can be inserted at various places without harm because they are ignored.
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Bernd Raichle
Read only first line of an input file
You have a TEX input file with more than one line:
test file 1 -test file 1 -test file 1 -... more lines

line 1 \count0=42
line 2 \count0=31415
line 3 \count0=1
...

You can use the following trick, if you want to process only the first line of this file:
\endinput \input testfile
This will produce the following output:
test file 1 -- line 1
Background: The primitive \endinput does not close the current file immediately. It sets a TEX internal
flag that indicates that if the next end-of-line is processed the current file is closed. Thus all the tokens after
the \endinput until the end of the line are processed. If you start reading a new file after \endinput this
file will become the current file and it will be closed after the first end of line is seen.
\immediate\openout0=\jobname.out
\immediate\write0{test file 1 -- line 1 \count0=42}
\immediate\write0{test file 1 -- line 2 \count0=31415}
\immediate\write0{test file 1 -- line 3 \count0=1}
\immediate\closeout0
...
\endinput\input zz.out (\the\count0) \end
As a result we get:
... test file 1 – line 1 (42)
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Bernd Raichle
\input file inside a macro definition
If you have a file and want to read its contents in a macro definition, TEX does not allow to simply use
\edef\foo{\input file }
because at the end of a file TEX checks if you are inside an incomplete \if statement or \def macro definition
and outputs the error message
! File ended while scanning text/definition of ...
Nonetheless there is a non-trivial way to avoid this error message:
\immediate\openout15=bt-pp-r4.tex
\immediate\write15{Another TeX}
\immediate\write15{Pearl\string\noexpand}
\immediate\closeout15
\edef\foo{Yet \input bt-pp-r4.tex !}
\message{\meaning\foo}
The primitive \noexpand does all the magic and you will get
macro:->Yet Another TeX Pearl!
without any error message.
Question: Why has \noexpand this effect?
If you are using ε-TEX, you can set its new special token list \everyeof to \noexpand to achieve this effect
without changing the file.
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Taco Hoekwater
4 endless lines
The end of a line in an \input-ed file normally creates a space in the output, TEX appends a character with
the current value of \endlinechar to each that character is later converted to a space.
\immediate\write18
{echo -n Y >bla.tex}
X\input bla Z
% gives XY Z
If you do not want that space, for instance because you want to typeset the of the file in-line, then there are
a number of options. Two are usable writing, and two others during type reading.
1. Writing a percent sign to the end of the line works
\immediate\write18
{echo -n Y\letterpercent >bla.tex}
X\input bla Z
% gives XYZ
2. Another option is ending the written line with \relax or a similar space-gobbling command.
\immediate\write18
{echo -n Y\letterbackslash\letterbackslash relax >bla.tex}
X\input bla Z
% gives XY\relax Z
3. Temporarily setting \endlinechar to an impossible value like -1 is a possibility
\immediate\write18
{echo -n Y >bla.tex}
X{\endlinechar=-1 \input bla }Z
% gives XYZ
4. Changing the catcode of the current \endlinechar to 9 (ignored) also works
\immediate\write18
{echo -n Y >bla.tex}
X{\catcode’\ˆˆM=9 \input bla }Z
% gives XYZ
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Bernd Raichle
Check if defined, no side effects
LaTEX and other macro packages include a test if a control sequence is already defined using
\csname...\endcsname. In principle the following definition is used:
\def\@ifundefined#1#2#3{%
\expandafter\ifx\csname #1\endcsname\relax#2\else#3\fi}
The use of \csname...\endcsname has the side effect that an undefined control sequence will be defined as
\relax and a simple test using \ifx<control sequence>\undefined will fail.
To avoid this side effect, you can change the definition above introducing a group “around” \csname:
\def\@ifundefined#1#2#3{%
\begingroup \expandafter\expandafter\expandafter \endgroup
\expandafter\ifx\csname #1\endcsname\relax#2\else#3\fi}
Note: This definition is not fully expandable, thus it will fail in expansion-only contexts where the original
definition will work.
If you are using ε-TEX, the new \ifcsname...\endcsname primitive can be used instead.
During the presentation of this pearl at the BachoTeX 2006 pearls session, two alternatives to this trick has
been proposed. Worthy to note, that the macro above use more \expandafter’s then actually needed. Once
we say
\def\@ifundefined#1#2#3{%
\begingroup \expandafter
\ifx\csname#1\endcsname\relax\endgroup#2\else\endgroup#3\fi}
we get exactly the same effect in a bit more efficient way. But there is one more sticky problem in all the
constructions above; every control sequence defined as \relax (and \relax itself) is treated as undefined.
The solution seems to be
\def\@ifundefined#1#2#3{%
\begingroup \expandafter \endgroup \expandafter
\ifx\csname#1\endcsname\undefined#2\else#3\fi}
Here we expand \csname...\endcsname before \endgroup, but the condition is fixed outside the group.
Thus, \undefined instead of \relax can be used for comparison.
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Bernd Raichle
Global assignments done locally
Sometimes it is necessary to define a macro under a changed input regime, e.g, using different category codes
or another end line character. Usually this is done inside a group to keep the changes locally and the macro
or the token is defined \global’ly.
In plain.tex you can find the following examples:
\catcode‘\@=11
1. Helper macro for \newif:
{\uccode‘1=‘i \uccode‘2=‘f \uppercase{\gdef\if@12{}}} % ‘if’ is required
2. Definitions of \obeylines and \obeyspaces:
{\catcode‘\ˆˆM=\active % these lines must end with %
\gdef\obeylines{\catcode‘\ˆˆM\active \letˆˆM\par}%
\global\letˆˆM\par} % this is in case ˆˆM appears in a \write
{\obeyspaces\global\let =\space}
3. Definition of \getf@ctor:
{\catcode‘p=12 \catcode‘t=12 \gdef\\#1pt{#1}} \let\getf@ctor=\\
4. Math definitions for primes and underscore:
{\catcode‘\’=\active \gdef’{ˆ\bgroup\prim@s}}
{\catcode‘\_=\active \global\let_=\_} % _ in math is either subscript or \_
By placing the begin and end of group tokens in a bit “unusual” way using a temporary token register
assignment or a macro definition, all these assignments can be done locally:
1. Helper macro for \newif:
\begingroup \uccode‘1=‘i \uccode‘2=‘f
\uppercase{\endgroup\def\if@12{}}% ‘i’+‘f’ as delimited arguments are required
2. Definitions of \obeylines and \obeyspaces:
\begingroup \endlinechar=-1 \catcode‘\ˆˆM=\active
\toks0={\endgroup
\def\obeylines{\catcode‘\ˆˆM\active \letˆˆM\par}%
\letˆˆM=\par % this is in case ˆˆM appears in a \write
}\the\toks0\relax
\begingroup \obeyspaces\def\x{\endgroup\let =\space}\x
3. Definition of \getf@ctor:
\begingroup \catcode‘P=12 \catcode‘T=12
% \lccode‘P=‘p \lccode‘T=‘t % is default setting
\lowercase{\endgroup\def\getf@ctor#1PT{#1}}% ‘p’+‘t’ with catcode ‘other’
4. Math definitions for primes and underscore:
\begingroup \catcode‘\’=\active
\def\x{\endgroup\def’{ˆ\bgroup\prim@s}}\x
\begingroup \catcode‘\_=\active
\def\x{\endgroup \let_=\_}\x% _ in math is either subscript or \_
There is no advantage of a local definition for the shown plain.tex cases but if you want to do similar
definitions within a group, the shown technique can be very helpful.
Note: If you want to define macros with arguments it is better to use a token register assignment because
you have to double the hash mark as macro parameter character inside the macro definition text.
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Hans Hagen
\lccode builds a hash table
Wybo Dekker (NTG) asked on the TEX-NL list how to construct a macro where in the name a ‘1’ would
be replaced by an ‘A’. This involves a conversion and TEX does not ship with that many straightforward
conversion features. His approach involved the \char primitive but failed for the (maybe not that obvious)
reason that this primitive results in a character node and in expansions (as in an \edef) remains as it is:
a reference to a specific character (slot) in the font used at the moment when it is applied.
\Name{test}{1}{Hello}
\Name{test}{2}{World!}
\testA\ \testB % this should give: Hello World!
A rather convenient way to remap characters is using the \lccode or \uccode primitives in combination
with \lowercase or \uppercase. The following solution is a bit optimized in the sense that we expand the
temporary variable before we end the group. An alternative is to define \temp globally and to omit the first
\expandafter. Watch how we apply \lowercase to the whole definition; using the \lowercase inside an
\edef would not work. Instead of using a loop an dsome calculations, we directly assign the codes. The 0/J
case is an exception anyway.
\long\def\Name#1#2#3%
{\bgroup
\lccode‘1=‘A \lccode‘6=‘F
\lccode‘2=‘B \lccode‘7=‘G
\lccode‘3=‘C \lccode‘8=‘H
\lccode‘4=‘D \lccode‘9=‘I
\lccode‘5=‘E \lccode‘0=‘J
\lowercase{\def\temp{#2}}%
\expandafter\egroup\expandafter\def\csname#1\temp\endcsname{#3}}
\Name{test}{1}{Hello}
\Name{test}{2}{World!}
\testA\ \testB
Of course we don’t need such a remapping at all, which is demonstrated by the alternative posted by Piet
van Oostrum at TEX-NL:
\long\def\Name#1#2#3%
{\expandafter\def\csname #1\ifcase#2\relax\or A\or B\or C\or
D\or E\or F\or G\or H\or I\or J\or K\fi\endcsname{#3}}
A better variant is the following. This one takes care of the zero case:
\long\def\Name#1#2#3%
{\expandafter\def\csname #1\ifcase#2 J\or A\or B\or C\or D\or
E\or F\or G\or H\or I\else#2\fi\endcsname{#3}}
The next one is even better because it also takes care of non digits:
\long\def\Name#1#2#3%
{\expandafter\def\csname#1\ifx#20J\else\ifcase0#2\or A\or B\or
C\or D\or E\or F\or G\or H\or I\else#2\fi\fi\endcsname{#3}}
Now we can say:
\Name{test}{0}{zero}
\Name{test}{1}{one}
\Name{test}{x}{xxx}
\testJ \testA \testx
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Bogusław Jackowski & Piotr Strzelczyk
Sigma tweak
A sum operator that adjusts its width automatically to the widest subscript or superscript – perhaps completely useless ;-)
Note: pdfTEX is required for clippling; you may wish to use other tools for this purpose
defining the parts of the symbol:
\def\SIGMAleft{\copy0 }
\def\SIGMAright{\copy1 }
\def\SIGMAcenter{\copy2 }
preparing the parts of the symbol:
\setbox0\hbox{\tenex \char88\kern-.6em}
\setbox1\hbox{\kern-.8em\tenex \char88}
\setbox2\hbox{\hbox{\kern-.8em\tenex \char88\kern-.6em}}
clipping:
\pdfxform0 \setbox0\hbox{\pdfrefxform\pdflastxform}
\pdfxform1 \setbox1\hbox{\pdfrefxform\pdflastxform}
\pdfxform2 \setbox2\hbox{\pdfrefxform\pdflastxform}
assembling:
\def\SIGMA{%
\mathop{\hbox{\SIGMAleft \kern-.1em
\xleaders\SIGMAcenter\hfill
\kern-.1em\SIGMAright}}\limits}% with \nolimits behaves ‘‘traditionally’’
usage:
$ \SIGMAˆ{\rm
\SIGMAˆ{\rm
\SIGMAˆ{\rm
\SIGMAˆ{\rm
\SIGMAˆ{\rm
_{\rm
$

a}\quad
sum}\quad
operator}\quad
that\ adjusts}\quad
its\ width\ automatically}
to\ the\ widest\ subscript\ or\ superscript}

As a result we get:
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X
X
X
X
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X
X
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X
X
X
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to the widest subscript or superscript
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Péter Szabó
A TEXquine
The code producing itself:
\def\T{
\tt \hsize 32.5em\parindent 0pt\def \S {\def \S ##1>{}}\S
\def \string \T \string {\par \expandafter \S \meaning \T
}\par \expandafter \S \meaning \T \footline {} \end }
\tt \hsize 32.5em\parindent 0pt\def \S {\def \S ##1>{}}\S
\def \string \T \string {\par \expandafter \S \meaning \T
}\par \expandafter \S \meaning \T \footline {} \end

\string
\string
\string
\string

Hans Hagen
Multi-signed numbers
TEX handles multiple signs properly:
\newdimen\scratchdimen
\scratchdimen 1pt \the\scratchdimen,
\scratchdimen -1pt \the\scratchdimen,
\scratchdimen --1pt \the\scratchdimen,
\scratchdimen ---1pt \the\scratchdimen,
\scratchdimen -+-+-+++-----+1pt \the\scratchdimen,
So, there never is a need to use an intermediate variable to negate a value. All digits, +/− signs and units
can be faked in macros:
\def\neg{-} \def\p{p}
\scratchdimen \neg\space\neg\space\space00001\empty\p\empty\empty tttt
One may also notice that white characters are allowed between multiple signs (but not between digits!),
leading zeros are ignored, and the unit is properly interpreted regardless of the very next character.
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Jerzy Ludwichowski
Double-circumflex trap
Is there a difference between those two cases?
\number‘\ˆˆA
\number‘ˆˆA
And how about this?
\number‘\ˆˆ@
\number‘ˆˆ@
In the case of ˆˆA (character code 1), both lines yield the number 1, the backslash character’s presence before
the double-circumflex doesn’t influence the result. In the second case, the first line yields 0, while the second
results in 32. The reason is that the character of the code 0 (ˆˆ@) has the associated category code ‘ignored’
(9). Any character of the category 9 will simply be omitted, except when there is a backslash immediately
before it. If there is no backslash, the very next character is considered, which is a code 32. . . Well, actually
its end-line character, which is replaced by the character of the code being a current value of \endlinechar,
which is 13 by default, and character 13 has a default category code 5, which is finally converted to the
character 32.
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Paweł Jackowski
Custom overfull text
How to replace a black overfull rule at the end of too long lines of a paragraph?
Well, there is no a direct way to do so, but one should never underestimate TEX’s bells and whistles. First
of all, we can test if the last (h)box was overfull by checking the value of \badness; if it is larger then 10000
it definitely means that the box was overfull (\badness never exceeds 10000 for underfull boxes). Assuming
that \box0 is the box we want to test, we can say
\def\ooops{\hbox to\wd0{\setbox0=\hbox to\wd0{\unhbox0}%
\unhbox0 \ifnum\badness>10000 \rlap{\sevenrm\quad Ooops!}\fi}}
And how to get the box that is the line of a paragraph? By setting of the \interlinepenalty parameter to
a strongly negative value we can force a page break between every two lines of a paragraph. In the \output
routine, we can recognize those special penalties via the \outputpenalty parameter. The \output routine
is not necessarily supposed to \shipout the page – it may simply return all its content back to the ‘recent
contributions’.
\interlinepenalty=-50000 % force the break between each two lines
\maxdeadcycles=50
% allow upto 50 \outputs with no \shipout
\newtoks\orioutput \orioutput=\output % wrap the original \output routine
\output
{\ifnum\outputpenalty>-20000 \the\orioutput
\else \ifnum\outputpenalty<-\maxdimen \the\orioutput
\else
\unvbox255
% flush the entire list back
\setbox0=\lastbox % strip the very last box
\nointerlineskip % avoid doubled interline glue
\ooops
% make the test and return the box back.
\advance\outputpenalty by50000
\penalty\outputpenalty % weak lie that nothing happened...
\fi\fi}
\hfuzz=\maxdimen % no overfullrule, no messages
\hsize=1.5in
% provoke overfulls
...
This completely useless example
shows a not-so-useless trick, which Ooops!
might be used for quite advanced
applications, such as line-numbering, Ooops!
some kind of paragraph decoration, page optimization and probably many others. Things become Ooops!
much more complicated if math
displays, \marks, \inserts or \vad- Ooops!
justs come into play, but they
don’t spoil all of the game.
This completely useless example
shows a not-so-useless trick, which
might be used for quite advanced
applications, such as line-numbering,
some kind of paragraph decoration, page optimization and probably many others. Things become
much more complicated if math
displays, \marks, \inserts or \vadjusts come into play, but they
don’t spoil all of the game.
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Paweł Jackowski
\vbox height vs. \vtop depth
\vbox usually inherits its depth from the last box or rule of the vertical list it contains. Conversely, \vtop
has usually the height of the first box or rule of the vertical list it contains. However, using whatsits as the
first/last item of the box may lead to surprises.
\def\what{\special{}}
\setbox0=\vbox{Aqq \what} \the\ht0, \the\dp0 % 6.83331pt, 1.94444pt
\setbox0=\vtop{\what Aqq} \the\ht0, \the\dp0 % 0.0pt, 8.77776pt
\vbox still obeys the rule, although there is a whatsit after the very last box on the list. But \vtop has
always zero height if its first item is a whatsit.

Paweł Jackowski
(Ir)relevant missing character message
Try out the code
\hsize=7.3in \vsize=9.8in
\leftskip=30mm \rightskip=30mm \parindent=1em
\font\LOGO=logo10
\def\MP{{\LOGO METAPOST}}
\def\MF{{\LOGO METAFONT}}
short \TeX, \MF\ or \MP\ macro/macros (half A4 page or half a˜screen at most)[...]
The output is typeset without breaking any word at the end of line. Try to explain why then the log file
contains the line
Missing character: There is no - (45) in font logo10!
While breaking paragraphs into lines TEX checks all feasible breakpoints and chooses the one of the smallest
sum of costs (see The TEXbook, chapter 14). The message in the log file informs that some of the considered
ways of typesetting the paragraph had a discretionary break after META.
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Bogusław Jackowski
Current font global assignment
Font setup is normally made in groups. The code
\font\A=ec-lmr10 \A \message{\the\font}
{\font\B=ec-lmtt10 \B \message{\the\font}}
\message{\the\font}
gives \A \B \A, as one would expect. Why then
\font\A=ec-lmr10 \A \message{\the\font}
{\font\B=ec-lmr10 \B \message{\the\font}}
\message{\the\font}
yields \A \B \B?
When the font used inside a group is the same as the current font in the outer grouping level, the local font
assignment becomes global. Actually font \A is internally mapped to \B. Even if we call \A explicitly, TEX
reports \B as the current.
\A \message{\the\font}
Things are intentionally different in LuaTEX. . .
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Marcin Woliński
How to make a box disappear at a line break
Let us consider the problem of marking spaces in a paragraph with some symbol, like in the following
example:
Ten · typowy · testowy · akapit · tekstu · daje · przy · okazji · rodzaj
filigranowego · wysypu · hodowli · pieczarek · w · zielonym · kasztanie · regloryfikacji · stanowisk · ministerialnych · i · podsypanych
minimalistom · jako · fetysz · zaduchu · studziennych ·barykad.
The hard part is to make the symbol disappear when such a “space” occurs at a line break. We cannot
use \discretionary for that purpose since we need the “space” to be stretchable to make justification
possible. Moreover we want to be able to associate some penalty (e.g., 0) with our breakpoints other than
\(ex)hyphenpenalty.
As it turns out any box can be made discardable by putting it into \cleaders to the exact width of the box
in question. According to his rules TEX will put exactly one copy of the box in the text. So the construct
will look exactly like the box itself but will behave like a glob of glue. In particular it will disappear at a line
break.
Here are the macros used in the preceding passage:
\obeyspaces
\def {%
\setbox0\hbox{$\cdot$}%
\dimen0=\wd0\relax
\hskip1ptplus2pt%
\cleaders\box0\hskip\dimen0%
\hskip1ptplus2pt%
}
\rm\hsize9.5cm\parindent0pt
Ten typowy testowy akapit tekstu daje przy okazji rodzaj filigranowego %
wysypu hodowli pieczarek w zielonym kasztanie regloryfikacji %
stanowisk ministerialnych i podsypanych minimalistom jako fetysz %
zaduchu studziennych barykad.%
Stretchability is achieved with separate globs of glue not to allow TEX to insert more than one copy of the
box in case of an overstretched space.
Note that this trick can be used in vertical mode as well (e.g., to separate paragraphs with some graphical
element except the case when a paragraph boundary occurs at a page break). A discardable box can have
arbitrary complexity, it can include colour, EPS graphics, and so on.
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Bogusław Jackowski
Variable-width visible space
Marked spaces in a paragraph may not only disappear at a line break (as presented in another beauty by
Marcin Woliński), but also adjust their width, shrink and stretch, as normal inter-word space does.
\def\vispace{%
\ifdim\spaceskip=0pt
\skip0=\fontdimen2\the\font
plus \fontdimen3\the\font
minus \fontdimen4\the\font
\else \skip0=\spaceskip \fi
\advance\skip0-.4pt
\cleaders\vrule width.2pt height.2ex depth.2pt\hskip.2pt
\cleaders\hrule height0pt depth.2pt\hskip\skip0
\cleaders\vrule width.2pt height.2ex depth.2pt\hskip.2pt
}
\obeyspaces\let =\vispace\def˜{\nobreak\vispace}\let\ =\vispace%
% \def\ˆˆM{\ } % plain does
Ten typowy testowy akapit tekstu daje przy okazji rodzaj filigranowego\
wysypu hodowli pieczarek w˜zielonym kasztanie regloryfikacji\
stanowisk ministerialnych i˜podsypanych minimalistom jako fetysz\
zaduchu studziennych barykad aglomeracji fosforescencji luminazy\
atraktywno-bajerywnej z˜dodatkiem glukozy i˜mineralnych bakterii\
finansowych oraz gromadzenia idei atrakcyjnych pomp prasowych z˜okazji\
rozpoczynania wegetacji takich istot jak wiolonczele, napoje bazaltowe\
i˜gramatyka z˜okresu mezozoicznego z˜jej typowym sposobem oznajmiania\
zachwytu nad bytem poprzez wycie i˜popiskiwanie o˜charakterystycznej\
modulacji toniczno-barycznej z˜wyskokami w˜kierunku reglamentacji\
zawartej immanentnie w˜bagnie.
Ten typowy testowy akapit tekstu daje przy okazji rodzaj filigranowego wysypu hodowli pieczarek w zielonym
kasztanie regloryfikacji stanowisk ministerialnych i podsypanych minimalistom jako fetysz zaduchu studziennych barykad aglomeracji fosforescencji luminazy atraktywno-bajerywnej z dodatkiem glukozy i mineralnych
bakterii finansowych oraz gromadzenia idei atrakcyjnych pomp prasowych z okazji rozpoczynania wegetacji
takich istot jak wiolonczele, napoje bazaltowe i gramatyka z okresu mezozoicznego z jej typowym sposobem
oznajmiania zachwytu nad bytem poprzez wycie i popiskiwanie o charakterystycznej modulacji tonicznobarycznej z wyskokami w kierunku reglamentacji zawartej immanentnie w bagnie.
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Marcin Woliński
Do you need some stretch?
TEX’s \leaders primitive can be used to fill arbitrary space with a stretchable line (cf. \hrulefill). It is
also possible to have an expandable triple line:
The St. Anford Orchestra
Variations on a Theme by Tchaikovsky
\def\triplefil{%
\leaders\hrule height4pt depth-3.2pt \hfil \hskip0pt plus-1fil
\leaders\vrule height1.6pt depth0pt \hfil \hskip0pt plus-1fil
\leaders\vrule height-.6pt depth1pt \hfil }
\def\triplefilledline#1{%
\hbox to\hsize{%
\vrule height4ptdepth3ptwidth.8pt \triplefil \vrule
height10ptdepth1ptwidth.4pt \enspace\strut#1\enspace \vrule
height10ptdepth1ptwidth.4pt \triplefil \vrule
height4ptdepth3ptwidth.8pt } }
\triplefilledline{The St.\ Anford Orchestra}
\triplefilledline{Variations on a Theme by Tchaikovsky}
To understand what happens here one needs to count stretchability of leaders and glue in \triplefil. It is:
1fil (from \hfil) + −1fil (from \hskip) + 1fil + −1fil + 1fil, which sums up to 1fil. So when TEX needs to
set \triplefil to, say, 37pt it stretches each fil of glue to that length. The first leaders become 37pt wide,
then comes \hskip to −37pt (−1fil), and so TEX overprints the second \leaders on the first, and the same
repeats with the next glue and leaders.
This trick opens space for countless variations:
The St. Anford Orchestra
Variations on a Theme by Tchaikovsky
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Paweł Jackowski
Skip assignments
Consider the code:
\newskip\A
\newskip\B
\A = 3pt plus 1pt minus 1pt
\B = 1\A
Is now the skip \B equal to \A?
No, it’s not:
\the\A % 3pt plus 1pt minus 1pt
\the\B % 3pt
In an assignment of the form
skip = <number> skip
TEX ignores that part of a glue which deals with shrinkability and stretchability. To avoid this effect one
should not use a number/factor (digit 1 in this case) at the right hand side of the equation. When necessary,
one should use the \advance, \divide, \multiply primitives instead, since all they preserve the glue-specific
part.
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Marcin Woliński
Multiple expansions triggered with a single \expandafter
This pearl (coded on October 18, 1996) is the most useless one I could think of. Nonetheless it is an example
of a really curious expansion of macros.
Let us imagine that we have a list of non-space tokens and we want to assign this list to a token register
without expanding the tokens and in reversed order. Here is a simple macro that reverses a list in an
expand-only way:
\def\afterfi#1#2\fi{\fi#1}
\def\reverse#1{\reverseX{}#1\stopreverse}
\def\stopreverse{\noexpand\stopreverse}
\def\reverseX#1#2{\ifx\stopreverse#2%
\afterfi{#1}%
\else
\afterfi{\reverseX{#2#1}}%
\fi}
Now we can write
\message{\reverse{abcdefg}}
and TEX will respond with writing gfedcba on the terminal.
To put the result of reversing the list abc\foo def\bar ghi in a token register we do the following:
\toks0=\expandafter{\if0\reverse{abc\foo def\bar ghi0}}\fi
\showthe\toks0
With the use of \expandafter we introduce a single expansion to the region where expansion is suppressed.
The token being expanded is the \if. To expand an \if TEX needs to find next two non-expandable
tokens to compare them. The first token is 0, but then TEX sees the macro \reverse. So the macro gets
expanded. An interesting feature of \reverse is that no non-expandable tokens are emitted until the list is
fully reversed. So only then TEX stops expansion. The first non-expandable token TEX will see is the second
0, which we have devilishly inserted at the end of the list. At this point the condition turns out to be true
and the next tokens get assigned as contents to the token register.
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Grzegorz Murzynowski
Hacking verbatim
How do you get italics inside a verbatim? By a ‘verbatim’ I mean a LaTEX’s environment that changes the
catcodes of special chars and thus allows typesetting them verbatim (the tricks below apply to TEX in general, though). LaTEX’s \begin{verbatim} expands mostly to \begingroup\csname verbatim\endcsname
and \verbatim acts mostly like DEK’s \ttverbatim, \end{verbatim} is needed to delimit \verbatim’s
argument.
Let’s remind that the chars of codes 1–32 (except the line end etc.) are catcoded as ‘invalid’ in LaTEX. Therefore I dare to assume they are not used neither present in decent (La)TEX files. The verbatim environments
do not recatcode them, so I can use them for my wicked purpose:
\catcode‘\ˆˆE\active
\catcode‘\ˆˆF\active
\defˆˆE{\bgroup\it}
\letˆˆF\egroup
\begin{verbatim*}
How do you get hchar5iitalicshchar6i inside a˜verbatim?
\end{verbatim*}
Gives
How do you get italics inside a˜verbatim?
Note that we should use explicit hchar5i and hchar6i since verbatims recatcode ˆ to category ‘other’ so ‘ˆˆE’
would produce just ˆˆE.
Now, how to input selected lines of a file verbatim?
\long\def\firstofone#1{#1}
\catcode‘\@=11
\newread\my@file
\openin\my@file=bachotex2007-grzegorz-murzynowski-pearl1.tex
\def\my@reading#1 #2{%
\loop\ifnum\count\z@<#1%
\advance\count\z@\@ne\read\my@file to\@tempa
\ifx.#2\@tempa\endgraf\fi\repeat}%
\firstofone{%
\begin{verbatim}%
\count\z@\z@
\my@reading1 -%
\my@reading2 .%
\my@reading22 -%
\my@reading26 .%
}\end{verbatim}
The given code results in the following:
%%% Hacking verbatim (LaTeX)
\author{Natror (Grzegorz Murzynowski)}
\title{Is there a˜pearl?}
\address{Sulej\’owek\\Poland}
What is the most fundamental trick? The \firstofone macro (I learnt it from my TEX Guru who didn’t
invent it either). Apparently it doesn’t do anything: it has one parameter and expands exactly to it. But
there is one very important thing it does: it ‘freezes’ the catcodes in the argument. Therefore all the
commands and their arguments cannot be recatcoded by \verbatim and they are expanded and executed.
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Bogusław Jackowski
METAPOST tables indexed with strings
Converting METAPOST strings to suffixes one can implement tables indexed with strings.
% Definitions:
def strtosfx(expr s) =
for i:=1 upto length(s): [ASCII(substring(i-1,i) of s)] endfor
enddef;
vardef sfxtostr_ []@# =
if (str @=""): "" else: char(@) if str @#<>"": & (sfxtostr_ @#) fi fi
enddef;
def sfxtostr(suffix s) = begingroup sfxtostr_ s endgroup enddef;
% A few tests:
show sfxtostr(strtosfx("ABCABCABCABCABCABCABCABCABCABCABCABC!"));
% >> "ABCABCABCABCABCABCABCABCABCABCABCABC!"
save X; X strtosfx("ABC") =0; showvariable X;
% X[][][]=numeric
% X65 66 67=0 )
save X;
for s:="ala", "ma", "kotakotakota", "kota": X strtosfx(s) = 0; endfor
for s:="ala", "ima", "kota": if known X strtosfx(s): show s; fi endfor
% >> "ala"
% >> "kota" )
end.
If only there was a possibility to iterate over all known indexes. . .

— year 2007 —

Taco Hoekwater
Silly rounding error
Try out the following code:
beginfig(1);
65 = 195*1/3;
endfig;
Metapost will give you an error!
! Inconsistent equation (off by -0.00099).
This error is caused by accumulated rounding errors. In fact, even
show 1=3*1/3;
would already report false.
The fraction 1/3 is internally represented as 21845/65536, and three times that is 65535/65536, one short
of the mark (btw, most fractional numbers detoriate faster than 1/3). If you create the error 65 times, you
end up with a deviation of 65/65536, and that is what triggers the ‘inconsistent equation’ error handler.
What makes this particularly funny is that the web source says:
if abs(value(p))>64 then {off by .001 or more}
begin print_err("Inconsistent equation");@/
print(" (off by "); print_scaled(value(p)); print_char(")");
help2("The equation I just read contradicts what was said before.")@/
("But don’t worry; continue and I’ll just ignore it.");
put_get_error;
end
But the 65/65536 = 0.0009918212890625, not 0.001

Taco Hoekwater
Overactive bounds checker
How about this:
beginfig(1);
if false: a := 4096; fi;
endfig;
This still gives a
! Number is too large (4096).
error despite being inside a false branch.

— year 2007 —

David Kastrup
Fixing \vtop
\vtop happens to lose the correct top of line information when it starts with a whatsit. We can reconstitute
this in the following manner:
\def\fvtop#{\vtop\bgroup
\setbox0\vbox\bgroup
\aftergroup\fvboxii
\let\next=}
\def\fvboxii{\setbox0\vtop{\break\unvbox0}%
\dimen0=\maxdimen
\ifdim\dp0>0pt \advance\dimen0-\dp0 \fi
{\splittopskip\dimen0 \setbox0\vsplit0to0pt}%
\advance\dimen0-\ht0%
{\splittopskip-\maxdimen\setbox0\vsplit0to0pt}%
\advance\dimen0\ht0%
\hrule height\dimen0 depth-\dimen0
\unvbox0
\egroup}
The trick here is to use \vsplit which pads the followup box sufficiently to reach a given line height on the
top line. We essentially tell it to make this line fit \maxdimen minus a safety margin and see how far it gets.
Then we remove the padding with another split and start the box with a strut that establishes the corrected
height.
\def\example{%
\hbox{First good line}%
\hbox{Second good line}%
\hbox{Third good line}}
\leavevmode
\vtop{\example}%
\vtop{\write-1{}\example}%
\fvtop{\write-1{}\example}
First good line
First good line
First good line
Second good line
Second good line
Second good line
Third good line
Third good line
Third good line

— year 2008 —

David Kastrup
Is 1in equal 72.27pt?
TEX’s arithmetic forgets to round when dealing with units. For example, 1in is defined to be exactly 72.27pt.
We can check that by writing \dimen0=100in \the\dimen0 and getting 7227.0pt. So far, so good. But when
we write \dimen0=1in \the\dimen0, we get 72.26999pt. Oops. This becomes worse since a number called
72.27pt actually exists, as witnessed by \dimen0=72.27pt \the\dimen0 which gives us 72.27pt.
So we have the unfortunate situation that 1in (which should be exactly 72.27pt) gives a number different
from the number actually called 72.27pt. This is because TEX truncates when working with the fractions
representing exact units, but rounds when working with decimal fractions.
TEX calculates 1in as



1×


7227
× 216 2−16
100

namely truncating the fractional calculation rather than rounding it.
Other artifacts of TEX’s fractional representation of units mean that 2in 6= 1in + 1in: Indeed
\dimen0=1in \advance\dimen0 1in \the\dimen0 \dimen0=2in =\the\dimen0
leaves us with 144.53998pt=144.54pt.

Taco Hoekwater
Suffer from suffix
When a font is defined, TeX scans but ignores a filename extension. A side effect of that is that the code
below works to select texnansi-lmr10.tfm
\font\test=texnansi-lmr10.WhoToldYouToUseASuffix?
\test oeps
And depending on whether your local Web2c version is compiled with or without multiple file extensions support, so may this:
\font\test=texnansi-lmr10.4pt.
\test oeps

— year 2008 —

Javier A. Múgica
\if plaiting
Suppose we have
\let\ifouter=\iftrue
\ifouter <true code> \else <false code> \fi
and suppose that in true block there is another \if test that has to be built using \csname..\endcsname.
\expandafter\let\csname if@inner\endcsname\iftrue
Does the following work?
\ifouter
\csname if@inner\endcsname
<double true code>
\csname fi\endcsname
\else
<false code>
\fi
Only if the inner test is true. Otherwise the condition will not be balanced. But we can plait \if blocks
as in
\ifouter
\iftrue
\csname if@inner\endcsname
<triple true code>
% \else % does not spoil the game
\fi
\csname fi\endcsname
\else
<false code>
\fi

— year 2008 —

Javier A. Múgica
Access outer \input level
Imagine we need to grab the first param from some input file.tex. We are lucky, the following works fine:
\def\do#1{<do something with #1>}
\expandafter\do\input file.tex
And what if we would like to execute \do from the file.tex level, catching the parameter that lays just
after the \input command in the outer level document? Well, since \do requires an argument, it cannot
occur at the very end of the input file.tex. We may try this:
% outer document content:
\def\do#1{#1 indeed}
\input file.tex {crazy}?\end
% file.tex content:
Isn’t that \expandafter\do\endinput
But then TEX complains:
! File ended while scanning use of \do
So we don’t expand \endinput, but the end of the file itself:
% outer document content the same as before,
% file.tex content:
Isn’t that \expandafter\do
Isn’t that crazy indeed?
And then it works! (The actual example is in my package makepattern, file mkpatter.tex in CTAN.)

— year 2008 —

Hans Hagen
Crash on recurse
Check this out:
%\newtoks \test % as it was originally surfaced
\def\test{\the\test}
% \def\test{\if\test}% gives the same result
\test
We might expect an endless loop here. But we got an unexpected TEX crash instead.
Look at that:
\def\test{\show\test} % \def\test{\showthe\test}
\test
gives
> \test=macro:
->\show \test .
\test ->\show \test
Usually in a language a definition binding to a name happens afterwards, but not in TEX. . .

— year 2008 —

Paweł Jackowki
\badness badness
\badness parameter is supposed to tell something about box stretch or shrinkage, or more precisely, about
how far the available stretchability or shrinkability has been used. \badness=0 means no stretch or shrink
used, 100 means the entire flexibility consumed, more then 100 denotes undefull or overfull box (the later
with \badness equal 1 000 000). So \badness certaintly says something about how the content fits the box,
but one may be surprised by fine artifacts of the actual algorithm. Lets take a macro that measures \vbox
\badness, taking the actual and the available stretch as arguments.
\def\test#1#2{% <actual_stretch> <available_stretch>
\setbox0\vbox to\dimexpr#1{\vskip0pt plus\dimexpr#2}%
\immediate\write16{badness=\the\badness}}
\test{100pt-1sp}{100pt}
\test{100pt}{100pt}
\test{100pt+1sp}{100pt}
\test{100.3366pt}{100pt}
\test{100.3367pt}{100pt}

%
%
%
%
%

\badness=99
100
100
100
101

Note that we never get \badness equal 100 if the actual stretch is even 1sp smaller then the available stretch.
But TEX seems to ignore the stretch abuse around 0.0033 and less.

OK so far. Now lets take such insignificantly underfull box of 299sp actual, and 298sp available stretch. We
will scale those values with integer factor.
\def\scale#1{\test{299sp*#1}{298sp*#1}}
\scale{1} % 100
\scale{2} % 100
\scale{3} % 100
...
\scale{24182} % 101
\scale{24184} % 101
...
\scale{24948} % 100
\badness varies although we keep the stretch ratio fixed!
All because heuristic \badness formula (tex.web, line 2320):
...
begin if t=0 then badness:=0
else if s<=0 then badness:=inf_bad
else
begin if t<=7230584 then r:=(t*297) div s {$297ˆ3=99.94\times2ˆ{18}$}
else if s>=1663497 then r:=t div (s div 297)
...

— year 2008 —

Karl Berry
Word double-hyphenation
How about this macro for an explicit hyphen that does not inhibit further hyphenation within the word?
(It’s not original with me; the TEXnique was first described by Knuth, I believe.)
\def\xhyphen{\leavevmode\nobreak-\hskip0pt\relax}
Let’s compare the following two paragraphs:
\hsize=2.5in
How about this macro for an explicit hyphen that does not inhibit
further-hyphenation within the word?
How about this macro for an explicit hyphen that does not inhibit
further\xhyphen hyphenation within the word?
How about this macro for an explicit
hyphen that does not inhibit further-hyphenation
within the word?
How about this macro for an explicit
hyphen that does not inhibit further-hyphenation within the word?
All the magic is done by the \hskip0pt, which essentially starts a new word as far as TEX is concerned (in
the middle of the hyphenated word), thus giving it a new chance at hyphenation. The \leavemode merely
avoids the penalty being added to the vertical list, in case the macro is used at the beginning of a paragraph.

— year 2008 —

Hans Hagen & Taco Hoekwater
Scary space
In pure TEX
\show\
\show\ %
gives the following log on Hans’s machine
> \
=macro:
->\ .
l.1 \show\
?
> \ =\ .
l.2 \show \
%
?
)
No pages of output.
and on Taco’s machine gives:
> \ˆˆM=macro:
->\ .
l.1 \show\
?
> \ =\ .
l.2 \show \
%
?
)
No pages of output.
The visualization of a ˆˆM depends of the platform but since there’s definitely a newline involved we need
to take care of it. When parsing the input the following happens (this is mentioned in one of the dangerous
bends in the TEXbook):
\let\x\ <newline> => \let\x\<endlinechar>
This means that when you want to store the meaning of this primitive, you need to make sure that TEX
explicitly sees a space instead of a newline. So we get:
\let\normalspaceprimitive=\ % space-comment is really needed
In ConTEXt this is used for:
\unexpanded\def\ {\mathortext\normalspaceprimitive{\dontleavehmode\space}}
If you don’t use the explicit space a simple $\ $ will execute \ˆˆM. In Plain TEX (and in ConTEXt) we have:
\def\ˆˆM{\ } % control <return> = control <space>
So this will result in a loop.

— year 2009 —

Hans Hagen & Taco Hoekwater
Null control sequence
When you do:
\endlinechar=-1
\let\x\
the macro \x is undefined. . .
Actually \x becomes equal to the null control sequence that you would get from
\expandafter\def\csname\endcsname{}
but that is usually undefined.
And you can even use this effect to assign to the null control sequence without needing \expandafter:
\endlinechar=-1
\gdef\
{\message{NULL CS}}
\csname\endcsname

Hans Hagen & Taco Hoekwater
$$: empty formula or unmatched display?
When you try the following under TEX’s normal catcode regime, you will get an error:
$$ $21-09$
The message is:
! Display math should end with $$.
<to be read again>
2
l.7 $$ $2
1-09$
But how about this then:
\halign{#&#\cr $$ & $21-09$\cr}
It magically works! The actual effect is similar to
\hbox{$$} (or) \hbox{${}$}
In words of The TEXbook (chapter 25, page 287):
One consequence of these rules is that ‘$$’ in restricted horizontal mode simply yields an empty math formula.

— year 2009 —

Phil Taylor
<macro> macro
Typesetting a multi-lingual document, even something as simple as a Christmas letter, can be time-consuming
and error-prone if the embedded languages make frequent use of diacritics. To eliminate both of these problems, I wrote a macro called \macro which enables me to encapsulate all of the tricky words and phrases
into macros whose names are (normally) identical to the words or phrases but without the corresponding
diacritics.
The following code implements the \macro macro, and is followed by some sample definitions and applied
occurrences.
\catcode‘\<=\active
\def<#1>{%
% cf. Bernd Raichle: check if defined, no side effects (2006)
\if \csname macro:#1\endcsname \relax
{\bf {$\ll$}#1{$\gg$}}%
\else
\csname macro:#1\endcsname
\fi}
\def\macro#1#2{\expandafter\def\csname macro:#1\endcsname{#2}}
\macro {Zhou Shang Zhi}{Zh\=ou Sh\‘ang Zh\=\i}
\macro {Shangzhi}{Sh\‘angzh\=\i}
\macro {Sai Gon}{S\‘ai G\‘on}
\macro {HCM}{H\raise 0,5 ex \rlap {\‘ }\ˆo Ch\’\i{} Minh}
\macro {Mui Ne}{M\˜ui N\’e}
%\macro {Le}{L\rlap {\d e}\ˆe}
On a˜happier note, the year started with both Khanh \&˜I˜being invited to spend
time with one of my former Chinese teachers, <Zhou Shang Zhi>, and his family
in Kyoto, Japan. <Shangzhi> was there for one year, teaching at a˜local university,
and the last three months were effectively a˜holiday for him with very few formal
duties. Knowing that we might like to visit Kyoto, <Shangzhi> very kindly invited
both of us, which we accepted with great pleasure.
Khanh’s journey commenced with a˜flight to <Sai Gon> (‘‘<HCM> City’’), from where
she took a˜’bus south to <Mui Ne> (a˜distance of some 100 miles or so), where her
sister <Le>˜Hoa had booked her into a˜very posh hotel by the beach. Once in <Mui Ne>,
Khanh hired a˜moped driver.
On a happier note, the year started with both Khanh & I being invited to spend time with one of my former
Chinese teachers, Zhōu Shàng Zhı̄, and his family in Kyoto, Japan. Shàngzhı̄ was there for one year, teaching
at a local university, and the last three months were effectively a holiday for him with very few formal duties.
Knowing that we might like to visit Kyoto, Shàngzhı̄ very kindly invited both of us, which we accepted with
great pleasure.
Khanh’s journey commenced with a flight to Sài Gòn (“Hô` Chı́ Minh City”), from where she took a ’bus
south to Mũi Né (a distance of some 100 miles or so), where her sister Le Hoa had booked her into
a very posh hotel by the beach. Once in Mũi Né, Khanh hired a moped driver.

— year 2009 —

Arthur Reutenauer
UTF-8 support detection
When you need to detect if you are running an extension of TEX that supports UTF-8 input, you can use an
extensive approach by making the list of engines that could be concerned, and check for particular control
sequences like \XeTeXversion for XETEX, or \directlua for LuaTEX. But you can also simply check for
UTF-8 directly, by counting the bytes:
Take Τ, the letter Tau from the Greek alphabet, not the Latin T that looks similar. In UTF-8, its encoding
form uses two bytes, which means it is read as two characters by 8-bit TEX engines, but only one by UTF-8
engines. Hence, the following lines detect UTF-8 engines:
\def\testengine#1#2!{\def\secondarg{#2}}
That’s Tau (as in Τaco or ΤΕΧ),
\testengine Τ!\relax
UTF-8
\ifx\secondarg\empty
is % We’re UTF-8
\else
not % We’re 8-bit
\fi
supported.

— year 2009 —

Stephen Hicks
inlinedef: a general recursive token scanner with callbacks
There have been several discussions about uses of \expandafter that border on the ridiculous, with as many
as fifteen in a row found in actual TEX input files! Additionally, trying to expand past macro parameters #1
causes problems because there is no guarantee that #1 is a single token. It would instead be nice to insert
something right before a single token we want to expand far in advance. A slightly more general problem is
to scan tokens in the input stream while preserving spaces and grouping.
\let\xa\expandafter
\def\scan{\futurelet\foo\switch}
\def\switch{%
\let\next\normal
\ifcat\noexpand\foo\space \let\next\dospace\fi
\ifcat\noexpand\foo\bgroup \let\next\trygroup\fi
\ifcat\noexpand\foo\relax \try{&\meaning\foo}\fi
\next}
\def\try#1{\ifcsname #1\endcsname\xa\let\xa\next\csname #1\endcsname\fi}
\def\dospace{\toks0\xa{\the\toks\xa0 \space}\xa\scan\unspace}
\xa\def\xa\unspace\space{}
\long\def\trygroup#1#{%
\def\temp{#1}\xa\let\xa\next\ifx\temp\empty\recurse\else\normal\fi\next#1}
\long\def\recurse#1{%
\begingroup\toks0{}\scan#1\END{}\xa\endgroup\xa
\toks\xa0\xa\xa\xa{\xa\the\xa\toks\xa0\xa{\the\toks0}}\scan}
\long\def\normal#1{\toks0\xa{\the\toks0 #1}\scan}
\def\callback#1#2#{\def#1{\noexpand#1}\xa\def\csname&\meaning#1\endcsname#2}
We can set up a few callbacks, e.g. \END to end scanning, and \EXPAND to expand the next token:
\callback\END#1{}
\callback\EXPAND#1{\expandafter\scan}
And now we can get arbitrary tokens from the input stream into \toks0 using
\def\baz{!}
\scan foo {bar \EXPAND\baz} \baz \END
\message{\the\toks0} % foo\space {bar\space !}\space \baz
This can be made more general in several ways: if we don’t check \ifcat\noexpand\foo\relax then we can
execute callbacks on arbitrary tokens, including spaces and grouping symbols. Of course this slows things
down quite a bit further, which brings me to the main disadvantage with this approach: it takes about 25
times as long than a simple string of \expandafter’s, and is therefore not suitable for inner loops. But the
code it allows us to write, as long as efficiency isn’t important, is much more readable.

— year 2009 —

Grzegorz Murzynowski
Abba Don
What is and what is not a number for TEX? Adoremus magna et mirabilia opera pappæ Knuth!
\ifnum 666>’0888${}-222 = 2\times32\times37={}$DCLXVI
(all the Roman digits except the largest)\fi
\ifnum 666>"000ecce Angelus Pulcherissimus regnavit!\fi
\ifnum 666>"0000ABBA Father call I from the deepest of my s***
\else Breke kekk, breke kekk!\fi
\ifnum 11254493="ABBADDON($\aleph_0$)\fi
Note that A, B, c, D and e are (in some contexts) hexadecimal digits and (in those contexts) 0xecce = 60622
and (in some other contexts) Abbaddon is the name of the Angel of Extinction.
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Hans Hagen & Taco Hoekwater
Surrounded math
One of those features that the average user will never see is the ability to influence \mathsurround. In
ConTEXt for instance this parameter is set to 0pt by default and only in special math constructs it might
get a different value. And even then, this value is small. It might actually be true that the sole reason for
this parameter is its use in special situations. This is demonstrated by what happens if we use non-zero
values. Say that we have this input:
test \par
\noindent $test$ \par
$test$ \par
test \par
When we set both \parindent and \mathsurround to zero, we get:
test
test
test
test
When we set \mathsurround to 16pt we get:
test
test
test
test
When we set \parindent to 32pt we get:
test
test
test
test
When we set \mathsurround to 16pt and \parindent to 32pt we get:
test
test
test
test
We guess that the assumption is that a \mathsurround value different from zero is not assumed when
typesetting a paragraph or at least that the assumption is that a paragraph does not start or finish with an
inline math formula.
.
This is what happens. A kern is added at the left and right side of a formula. So we get:
xx
When the paragraph is typeset, this kern removed at linebreaks when needed. However, as the start of
a paragraph is no linebreak, it will stay there!
xx
xx
xx
xx

xx
xx
xx
xx

xx
xx
xx

xx
xx
xx

xx
xx
xx

xx
xx
xx

If we use negative values we get similar effects (results on margin or beyond the page):
xx
Or in a vertical box:
xx

xx

Maybe there is an opportunity here to implement marginal notes by abusing a math formula at the start of
a paragraph! After all, we’ve run into weirder abuse of side effects.

— year 2010 —

Kees van der Laan
π -decimals

6 59 39 3578 9 7
2
5
9 3

...

1 479 5 6 7 3 5 1 8 6

9 401 5318 11 963029 4 3

6 823 0 1 1 9 4 9 1 7

9 734 8386 10 051210 9 2

8

¼

8 543 0397 29 916826 1 9

6 059 1640 57 266408 5 1

85

1 981 2 2 7 9 3 8 1 4

0 664 3164 76 985912 5 1

2 055 5953 93 464464 6 1

3 131 7795 32 712045 1 3

2 605 7554 98 057941 9 3

0 2 8 82 7 1 2 0 15 6
6 256 6341 85 528183 3 9

1 468 0385 69 450183 2 2

2 300 5035 07 257408 8 2

0 8196 7

6 469 1946 12 822793 7 3

2 544 0496 16 572115 3 6

1 1097 1

8 80 46 2189 7 1 5
2
6
0 4

2 228 4972 53 466408 2 9

5 3 0 37 8 6 7 8 34 4
3 438 6518 07 040564 3 1

7
4 5
4 147 0568 72 293812 1 8
50 938521 7

3 .1 4 1

8 228 4984 18 915147 4 0

384
3 2 2 0 9 76 2 6

4
9 8
0 354 8824 54 630492 1 9
93 284102 5

6 098 9390 86 664278 0 1

832
3 3 9 2 3 07 9 5
How to typeset?

From a CWI calendar of 1972, see the right picture, I borrowed the idea. The generation of the decimals is
not the issue, they are just taken from tables. In those days it was not possible to scale decimals continually
to the size needed, even arbitrary rotation of the glyphs was hard. Nowadays, we can achieve this all, as
shown in the illustration left, by use of, eg, the PostScript operator kshow.
It is nice to associate a circular spiral with π-ecimals, because the circumference of a circle is 2πr and its
surface πr2 .
%!!PS -Pi-decimals along a Spiral cgl 2010
%BoundingBox:...
200 300 translate .8 0 0 setrgbcolor
/Helvetica findfont 20 scalefont setfont
gsave
35 0 moveto 90 rotate (3) show 1 0 rmoveto
(.) show
-2 0 rmoveto -10 rotate .995 dup scale
{pop pop -10 rotate 3 0 rmoveto .995 dup scale}
(141592653589793238462643383279502884197169399375105820974944592307816406286...)
kshow
grestore
/Symbol findfont 17 scalefont setfont
110 4 moveto (p) show
showpage
%%EOF
Explanation
The PS operator kshow expects on the stack: proc string. The proc is executed between the typesetting of
two consecutive characters in the string. The kerning around the decimal point has been handled separately.
The central π is also inserted by PS.
For placing text along an arbitrary path in a workflow the reader is referred to Program 11 in Adobe’s blue
PS book.
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Kees van der Laan
The mouse’s tale and Alice’s tail
This emblematic proza by Lewis Carroll is typeset in PostScript by the use of forall, which expects an
array, enclosed by [ ], and a procedure enclosed by { } on the stack. The array contains a necklage of strings,
each enclosed by ( ), which holds the WYSIWYG data. The procedure scales and typesets the lines. No
explicit positioning by coordinates on the page nor controlling of the loop is needed. I started with PS’
pathforall, worked on it for 15-30min, when the direct method popped up.
%!!PS-Mouse tail cgl feb 2010
%%BoundingBox: 0 0 144 770
/Times-Bold findfont 12 scalefont setfont
/crlf { .995 dup scale
currentpoint 12 sub exch pop 10 exch moveto } def
10 770 moveto
[ (Fury said to)
( a mouse, That)
(
he met)
(
in the )
(
house,)
(
‘Let us)
(
both go)
(
to law:)
(
I will)
(
prosecute)
( you.)
(
Come, I’ll)
(
take no)
(
denial;)
(
We must)
(
have a)
(
trial:)
(
For)
(
really)
(
this)
(
morning)
(
I ’ve)
(
nothing)
(
to do.’)
(
Said the)
(
mouse to)
(
the cur,)
(
‘Such a)
(
trial,)
(
dear sir,)
(
With no)
(
jury or)
( judge,)
(
would be)
(
wasting)
(
our breath.’)
(
‘I’ll be)
(
judge)
(
I’ll be)
(
jury,’)
(
Said)
(
cunning)
(
old Fury:)
(
‘I’ll try)
(
the whole)
(
cause,)
(
and)
(
condemn)
(
you)
(
to)
(
death.’)]
{show crlf}
forall
showpage
%%EOF
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Fury said to
a mouse, That
he met
in the
house,
`Let us
both go
to law:
I will
prosecute
you.

Come, I'll
take no
denial;
We must
have a
trial:
For
really
this
morning
I 've

nothing
to do.'
Said the
mouse to
the cur,
`Such a
trial,
dear sir,
With no
jury or
judge,
would be
wasting
our breath.'
`I'll be
judge
I'll be
jury,'
Said
cunning
old Fury:
`I'll try
the whole

cause,
and
condemn
you
to
death.'

Jan Šustek
Reversing text in 55 bytes
The following short macro \# reverses given text.
\def\##1{\ifx.#1\def\#{˜.}\else\edef˜{#1˜}\fi\#}\def˜{}
The definition is only 55 bytes long, so one can use it to write a puzzled SMS to a TEX-friend.
\#dlrow\ olleH.
Notice that the space must be escaped. This is because all tokens with category 10 (space tokens) are skipped
when TEX reads undelimited parameters of a macro.

Bogusław & Paweł Jackowscy
A simple quest
Quest 1: Is the output of those two boxes the same?
\noindent
\vbox to1cm{\hsize.4\hsize text}%
\vbox to1cm{\hsize.4\hsize \write16{}text}
No, it is quite different.
text
text
Both are underfulled which makes TEX trying to abuse glues stretchability. Is there some glue? See the .log
file. In the second case there is \parskip implicitly inserted before the paragraph. But there is no glue if
the the paragraph starts at the top of the list (there is even more fun with \vtop, see pearls 2007 and 2008).
Quest 2: Is the output of those two boxes the same?
\noindent
\setbox0\hbox{\vrule height1cmwidth1cm}\ht0 0mm \box0
\setbox0\vbox{\hrule height1cmwidth1cm}\ht0 0mm \box0
No, it is quite different.

In the case of \hbox, the contents is positioned starting from the box reference point, which is not affected
by changing box height. Within \vbox the contents position starts at the top of the box, which we’ve just
changed.

— year 2010 —

Enrico Gregorio
Unicode engine detection revised
We want to test whether we are using an engine like LuaTEX or XeTEX that supports Unicode. The 2009
pearl by Arthur Reutenauer is very nice and compact, but it needs a proper UTF-8 character. Here is
another test that uses only ASCII.
\newif\ifunicodeengine
\begingroup
\catcode‘\ˆ=7 \catcode30=12 % just in case: 30 is ‘\ˆˆˆ
\def\gobble#1{}
\edef\next{\gobbleˆˆˆˆ0021}
\expandafter\endgroup
\ifx\next\empty\unicodeenginetrue\else\unicodeenginefalse\fi
With an 8-bit engine, \gobble will swallow only ˆˆˆ (ASCII 30), leaving \next expand to ˆ0021, while
LuaTEX and XeTEX have the extended ˆˆˆˆ convention that will make \gobble eat up ˆˆˆˆ0021, leaving
\next expand to nothing. We just hope that! (ASCII 0x21) has not category code 9 or 14! And that \empty
is still empty.

Marcin Woliński
Reversing text in 36 bytes (can you do better?)
Jan Šustek presented a pearl titled “Reversing text in 55 bytes” the previous year. It comprised the following
macro for sending puzzle messages via SMS:
\def\##1{\ifx.#1\def\#{˜.}\else\edef˜{#1˜}\fi\#}\def˜{}\#dlrow\ olleH.
Since length counts in text messages we propose the following version, which is only 36 bytes (if we count
the total length of the macro definition and a call on “Hello world.” we get 70 bytes in Šustek’s version and
51 in ours):
\def˜#1#2˜{\ifx˜#2˜#1\else˜#2˜#1\fi}˜.dlrow\ olleH˜
Let’s trace the macro expansion:
˜.dlrow\ olleH˜
˜dlrow\ olleH˜.
˜lrow\ olleH˜d.
˜row\ olleH˜ld.
˜ow\ olleH˜rld.
˜w\ olleH˜orld.
˜\ olleH˜world.
˜olleH˜\ world.
˜lleH˜o\ world.
˜leH˜lo\ world.
˜eH˜llo\ world.
˜H˜ello\ world.
Hello\ world.
The beauty of this macro lies in symmetry: in the definition the tokens between \ifx and \else are exactly
the same as tokens between \else and \fi.
Can you do any better?

— year 2011 —

Kees van der Laan
Pythagorean tree

/sq{ 0 0 moveto s 0 rlineto 0 s rlineto s neg
closepath stroke } def
/pythagoreantree { sq
1 sub dup 0 ge
{ gsave
0 s translate 45 rotate .7071 dup scale %
pythagoreantree
%
grestore
.5 s mul 1.5 s mul translate
-45 rotate .7071 dup scale
%
pythagoreantree
%
} if 1 add
} def
/s 50 def
11 pythagoreantree pop
showpage

0 rlineto
% draw the square
transform user space
do it again, Sam
transform user space
do it again, Sam

Bosboom drew the tree in the 1940-ies by hand, Lauwerier (1986): Fractals, meetkundige figuren in eindeloze
herhaling, Aramith, programmed them nonrecursively in Basic, and me, captivated by the path datastructure
and its operators, in METAFONT in the mid-90-ies. Undoubtedly many others have drawn the tree since
the PC entered our homes. It was an illustration in the 1972 CWI calendar, from which I borrowed the
π-decimals 2010 pearl.
However, PostScript, which is with us for 30 years already, mind you, allows to transform, rotate and scale
user space. A very powerful facility, and together with recursion extremely useful for drawing these kind of
fractals, where it is all about one element, redrawn translated, scaled or rotated.
The Thinking in PostScript (1990) book (for free on the WWW) states that it is silly to program fractals
in PS. No longer true since we can transform PS into PDF, canned for inclusion in TEX documents.
More about Pythagoras Trees soon in MAPS!

— year 2011 —

Bogusław Jackowski
Computing the area surrounded by a cyclic path
The following code computes the area surrounded by a cyclic path. Its idea is stemmed from the discussion
between Dan Luecking and Larry Siebenmann on MF/MP Discussion List.
vardef area(expr p) = % p is a Bézier segment; result = \int y dx
save xa, xb, xc, xd, ya, yb, yc, yd;
(xa,20ya)=point 0 of p;
(xb,20yb)=postcontrol 0 of p;
(xc,20yc)=precontrol 1 of p;
(xd,20yd)=point 1 of p;
(xb-xa)*(10ya + 6yb + 3yc + yd)
+(xc-xb)*( 4ya + 6yb + 6yc + 4yd)
+(xd-xc)*( ya + 3yb + 6yc + 10yd)
enddef;
vardef Area(expr P) = % P is a cyclic path; result = area of the interior
area(subpath (0,1) of P)
for t=1 upto length(P)-1: + area(subpath (t,t+1) of P) endfor
enddef;
show Area(fullcircle scaled 200);
Log file:
>> -31415.46234

— year 2011 —

Bogusław Jackowski
Winding number for Bézier splines
The fairly compact (although not especially efficient) METAPOST code given below can be used to compute
a winding angle of a path at a given point:
vardef mock_arclength(expr p) = % |p| -- Bézier segment
% |mock_arclength(p)>=arclength(p)|
length((postcontrol 0 of p)-(point 0 of p)) +
length((precontrol 1 of p)-(postcontrol 0 of p)) +
length((point 1 of p)-(precontrol 1 of p))
enddef;
vardef windingangle(expr p,q) = % |p| -- point, |q| -- Bézier segment
save a,b,v;
a=length(p-point 0 of q); b=length(p-point 1 of q);
if min(a,b)<2eps: % MP is not the master of precision, we’d better stop now
errhelp "It is rather not advisable to continue. Will return 0.";
errmessage "windingangle: point unsafely near Bézier segment (dist="
& decimal(min(a,b)) & ")";
0
else:
v:=mock_arclength(q); % |v| denotes both length and angle
if (v>=a) and (v>=b): % possibly too long Bézier arc
windingangle(p, subpath (0,1/2) of q)+windingangle(p, subpath (1/2,1) of q)
else:
v:=angle((point 1 of q)-p)-angle((point 0 of q)-p);
if v>180: v:=v-360; fi
if v<-180: v:=v+360; fi
v
fi
fi
enddef;
The operation windingnumber can be used to determine the mutual position of two nonintersecting closed
curves (whether one is embeded inside the other or not):
vardef windingnumber (expr p,q) = % |p| -- point, |q| -- Bézier spline
save a; a:=0;
for t:=1 upto length(q):
a:=a+windingangle(p, subpath(t-1,t) of q);
endfor
a/360
enddef;
tertiarydef a inside b =
if path a: % |and path b|; |a| and |b| must not touch each other
begingroup
save a_,b_;
(a_,b_)=(windingnumber(point 0 of a,b), windingnumber(point 0 of b,a));
(abs(a_-1)<eps) and (abs(b_)<eps)
endgroup
else: % |numeric a and pair b|
begingroup
(a>=xpart b) and (a<=ypart b)
endgroup
fi
enddef;

— year 2011 —

Nicola Vitacolonna
Objective METAPOST
In METAPOST, you declare variables like that:
pair p[], q; picture a[]b[]; string s[][];
Have you ever wished you could declare your own “data types” the same way? Now you can! No more
generisize! Just include the following pair of macros:
def _do_declare(text var) =
gobble begingroup
save [ ; save ] ; let [ = \ ; let ] = \ ;
if str var = "0": _eat? := false; def _eatvar = enddef; fi;
endgroup
endgroup
if _eat?: yield(var); fi;
gobble begingroup save , ; let , = ) ; _eatvar
enddef;
def declare(text type) text vars =
begingroup
save _eat ; boolean _eat? ; _eat? = true ;
save _eatvar; def _eatvar text t = _do_declare ( t enddef;
save yield; type;
gobble begingroup save , ; let , = ) ; _do_declare( vars ) 0 ); endgroup
endgroup
enddef;
Here is a contrived example of usage:
def cpaths =
def yield(text __) =
path __;
vardef __.c = center #@ enddef;
enddef;
enddef;
declare(cpaths) a[]b[], foo, bar[]; a1b2 = fullcircle; draw a1b2.c--(4,5);
Even templates are possible. For example, let us define a parametrised stack:
def _stack_impl(text type) =
def yield(text __) =
type __[]; numeric __;
vardef __.new = #@ := 0; enddef;
vardef __.push(expr v) = #@[incr(#@)] := v; enddef;
vardef __.pop = gobble(decr(#@)) enddef;
vardef __.top = #@[#@] enddef;
enddef;
enddef;
def stacks(text type) text vars = declare(_stack_impl(type)) vars; enddef;
stacks(string) P, Q[]R[], S[]; S0.new; S0.push("x"); show S0.top; S0.pop;
To define a new “data type”, just define a macro that defines yield. In yield’s body declare the “attributes”
(variables) and “methods” (vardefs) that make up your “objects”, using yield’s argument as a variable
prefix. Such definitions lead naturally to making heavy use of two real METAPOST gems: the implicit (and
underestimated) suffix parameters #@ and @. The possibilities are endless. The above is the cornerstone of
the author’s METAppeal library, in its early stage of development.

— year 2012 —

Bogusław Jackowski
A pecularity of METAFONT/METAPOST
a=12.0;
b=3.0;
c=4.0;
show a/b/c;
show a/3/4;
show 12/b/4;
show 12/3/c;

%
%
%
%

=
=
=
=

1
16
1
1

end.
The METAFONTbook, p. 61:
If you’re reading this chapter carefully, you may be thinking, “Hey wait! Isn’t there a contradiction? A minute
ago I was told that ‘2/3x’ stands for ‘(2/3)*x’, but now the rules of precedence appear to state that ‘2/3x’
really stands for ‘2/(3x)’. What gives?” Indeed, you have an excellent point; but there is no contradiction,
because of another rule that hasn’t been mentioned yet. When two numeric tokens are divided, the division
of numeric tokens magnetism of ‘/’ is stronger than usual; in this case ‘/’ has the same precedence as the
implied multiplication operator in ‘3x’. Hence the operations in ‘2/3x’ are carried out from left to right, as
stated previously. (This is a good rule because it is almost always what a METAFONT programmer wants.
However, one should bear in mind that ‘a/3x’ means ‘a/(3x)’ when a is not a numeric token.)

Bogusław Jackowski
Another pecularity of METAFONT/METAPOST
As everybody knows, in METAPOST/METAFONT, an assignment to an undeclared variable is allowed:
x:=1;
x1:=2;
x_:=1;
x_1:=2;
a_1:=2;
b_1:=2;
y_1:=2;
end.

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

ditto also to a table (array) variable
but...
assignment to an undeclared table variable
with name that ends with an underscore is NOT allowed
ditto
ditto
but...
however, not always, e.g, here is OK.
why?

The following variables
_ a_ b_ c_ n_ x_
are declared globally in plain as so called internal variables, i.e., the variables that cannot assume undefined
value. So, the problem is not in an underscore but the lack of a name space in METAPOST for globally used
variables. One must remember about it, and it would be advisable to have an explicit list of short-named
variables declared globally in plain.mp. . .

— year 2013 —

Gunter Essers
\hidewidth hocus pocus
This experiment is based on and was inspired by the TEX-Book, page 243. I’m working with the edition,
which includes the final corrections made in 1996. ISBN 0-201-13447-0.
Test and demonstration of \hidewidth, what may happen if an entry of a table spans more than one column.
The preamble is set up using TEX’s feature to handle periodic structures.
Source code, using \hidewidth but not \span:

$$\vbox{\halign{&\quad#\hfil\cr
one&two&threethree\hidewidth&four\cr
one&\hidewidth twotwotwo&three&four\cr}}$$
and what plain TEX makes of it:
one two threethree
four
twotwotwo
one
three four
Hocus-pocus: inserting \span in lines 2 and 3
$$\vbox{\halign{&\quad#\hfil\cr
one \span two&threethree\hidewidth&four\cr
one&\hidewidth twotwotwo&three\span four\cr}}$$
makes ‘four’ of line 2 disappear:
one two threethree
twotwotwo
one
three four
What’s happening behind the scenes? Bernd Raichle, DANTE e.V., Germany, explained it to me. And I’m
about to tell you what he told me.
In fact, the last column’s ‘four’ has not disappeared, but it is invisible because it has travelled to the far
left, way beyond the page’s limitation.
In plain.tex, \hidewidth is defined as
\newskip\hideskip \hideskip=-1000pt plus 1fill
\def\hidewidth{\hskip\hideskip} % for alignment entries that can stick out
Changing to \hskip-200pt plus 1fill and leaving everything else as in the second example makes ‘four’
of line 2 sneak in on the left and reappear, though still ‘outside’ the table:
four

one two threethree
twotwotwo
one
three four

— year 2013 —

Jerzy Ludwichowski
encTEX surprise
Try the following in encTEX (utf8mex):
\newcount\S \S=1
\immediate\write16{\the\S }
This perfectly correct code gives
! You can’t use ‘\relax’ after \the.
Indeed, for some reason \S is seen as :
\immediate\write16{\meaning\S} % \relax
No matter how hard you try:
\let\S\undefined
\immediate\write16{\meaning\S} % still \relax
If you investigate a little you’ll see that nothing strange happens when replacing \S with something not
defined somewhere else (\S is a section sign in plain.tex). So what is so peculiar about \S? It is used in
conjunction with \mubyte in format file:
\mubyte \S ˆˆc2ˆˆa7\endmubyte % section sign

— year 2013 —

Piotr Strzelczyk
Want Pagella? Watch out for Scylla!
\font\newx "TeX Gyre Pagella"
{\newx Pagella? Yes!}
. . . so far so good.
\def\newfont{\font\newy "TeX Gyre Pagella"}% try delete last word
\newfont Pagella here \newy or there?
% ! Font \newy="TeX Gyre PagellaPagella" not loadable: Metric (TFM) file
or installed font not found.
\newx
\edef\index{\the\XeTeXglyphindex"comma"}%<- there IS closing brace
\message{Glyph \meaning\index}
% Runaway definition?
% ->0\message {Glyph undefined} \par \end \par \par
% ! File ended while scanning definition of \index.
At first glance, this code should work without errors. But it doesn’t. The first error can be ‘corrected’ by
deleting the last word of definition (Pagella). The second is harder to find out (hint: What token ends font
or glyph name?).
The problem is the greed of the commands swallowing names (of a font or character) – they take all until
the first space after the second quotation mark. Although the documentation states:
\XeTeXglyphindex "<Glyph name>" <Space> or \relax
but it doesn’t explain what happens when there is no space.

— year 2013 —

Marcin Borkowski
\noexpand (prelude)
Try to guess what will be the output of the following:
\def\whatisthat{what is that?}
\expandafter\show\noexpand\whatisthat
A control sequence prevented from expansion with \noexpand acts as \relax:
> \whatisthat=\relax.
<recently read> \notexpanded: \whatisthat
It acts as \relax during expansion, but generally does not loose its meaning:
\def\a{\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand} \meaning\a
\edef\a{\a} \meaning\a
\edef\a{\a} \meaning\a
\edef\a{\a} \meaning\a
Result:
macro:->\noexpand \noexpand \noexpand \noexpand
macro:->\noexpand \noexpand
macro:->\noexpand
macro:->

— year 2013 —

Marcin Borkowski after Bruno Le Floch
\noexpand (culmination)
Investigated and pretty well explained by Bruno Le Floch:
http://tex.stackexchange.com/questions/62852/why-six-noexpand-in-a-row
Can you explain why using 6 \noexpand in dimen definition is valid, but using 7 is not?
\dimen0=1\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand pt
% valid
\dimen0=1\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand pt % invalid
Oh, wait! The first line doesn’t work anymore if you replace the unit to em. While the second line becomes
valid, if you replace pt by bp.
\dimen0=1\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand em
% invalid
\dimen0=1\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand bp % valid
Oh, crap! It not only depends on the units, but on the TEX engine. 7 \noexpand’s before pt is ok for
pdfTEX. We need 8 to get a crash.
\dimen0=1\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand\noexpand pt
These are all rather painless side-effects of dimension reading procedure. In TEX sources the code responsible
for reading dimension unit is something like
if (scan_keyword("em")) {
// interpret as em
} else if (scan_keyword("ex")) {
// interpret as ex
} else if (scan_keyword("px")) {
// interpret as px
} else ...
Every call to scan_keyword() expands the input, resulting in gobbling a pair of \noexpand’s. This is why
the number of allowed \noexpand commands depends on the unit used. And the procedure itself, at least
the range of supported units and the order of scan_keyword() calls, varies from engine to engine.

— year 2013 —

Bogusław Jackowski
Dealing with \offinterlineskip
31.10.1992 – formulated
23.04.2013 – revised
% \def\offinterlineskip{\baselineskip-100pt \lineskip0pt \lineskiplimit\maxdimen}
% originally, \baselineskip-1000pt
\def\ABC{\vbox{\lineskiplimit-\maxdimen\hbox{A}\hbox{B}\hbox{C}}}
\def\?{\vbox{\offinterlineskip\ABC}}
\def\!{\vbox{\offinterlineskip\ABC\ABC}}
\hbox{\? \! \ABC}
Result:
A
B
C C C
Questions:
1. Where are B and C from \ABC?
2. Where is the second \ABCused in \!?
Hint: unpercent the redefinition of \offinterlineskip

Daniel Luecking
Make a use of empty items
I might make use of the fact that a for-loop ignores empty items in a list. For example:
def getmycolor (text clr) =
for c = clr,background:
mycolor := c;
exitif true;
endfor
...
enddef;
When the parameter clr is empty, one should get
mycolor := background
on the first (only) iteration of the loop, but when clr is an actual color one should get
mycolor:=clr;
on the first iteration, and then immediately exit the loop.

— year 2014 —

Hans Hagen
Use of short \hsize
\hsize 1mm incredible
When you test hyphenation patterns using a small hsize is an option. In that case there can be these onecharacter snippets. At first sight this can look confusing, because we have \left- and \righthyphenminbut
of course these only control the hyphenation process and not how words get hyphenated in a paragraph. So,
even when using a wider layout and min values of say 4 and 7 you can get surprises with long words that
have interesting snippets in the middle.

— year 2014 —

Hans Hagen
Dimens notation
\dimen0= 20. pt
\dimen0=
.15pt
\dimen0= 20.15pt
\dimen0=
. pt

\the\dimen0\par
\the\dimen0\par
\the\dimen0\par
\the\dimen0\par

No digits at all. Documented but still funny looking. It’s legal, with the note that users probably won’t
abuse it (a note in web sources):
/* Scan decimal fraction */
(...) It turns out that a decimal point all by itself is equivalent to ‘\.{0.0}’.
Let’s hope people don’t use that fact. */

Grzegorz Murzynowski
\romannumeral-‘0
Can you explain the result of
\romannumeral-‘0
?

Grzegorz Murzynowski
TEXish true (1)
\catcode‘\{=1 \catcode‘\}=2
\catcode‘\[=1 \catcode‘\]=2
\def\a #1#{#1}
\def\b #1#[#1}
\def\c #1#{#1}
\ifx \a\b yes \else no\fi
\ifx \a\c yes \else no\fi
Yes or no?

Grzegorz Murzynowski
TEXish true (2)
\catcode ‘\ =10
\def\space{ }
\catcode‘\˜=10
\def\tildeX{˜}
\if \space\tildeX yes\else no\fi
\ifx \space\tildeX yes\else no\fi
Yes or no?

— year 2015 —

